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Should couples invest together or separately,
that is the question. API investigates why some
couples choose to lock their property portfolios
out of the relationship. NICOLE NAVARRO
hen many couples tie the knot or unite
at a more established stage in life with
property portfolios and other significant
assets, not all of them choose to merge their
possessions. For a multitude of reasons
some couples prefer to merge together in
love but remain divided with their property
portfolios.
Monique Sasson-Wakelin of Wakelin
Property Advisory has generally observed
two profiles of couples that typically engage
in separate property investing – the
‘uncertain’ and the ‘been burnt before’.
“People in their late 20s or 30s adopt the
position of having ‘your money, my money

W

and our money’. They tend to keep their
major finances separate and have a mutual
understanding that even though they share
a lifestyle together they will continue to
hold separate asset bases.”
The second profile that typically adopts
this strategy, adds Wakelin, is the couple
that has already been through a tough
relationship breakup and feels a little beaten
up after the division of finances and is wary
about the thought of sharing assets again.
WHY SHOULD A COUPLE MAINTAIN
SEPARATE PORTFOLIOS?
According to Trilogy Investment Property
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Funding director David Thomas, by
investing separately, in some cases each
individual can increase his or her borrowing
capacity, while in other cases it can be just
the opposite.
Thomas acknowledges that this statement might puzzle some investors, assuming that two incomes are better than one,
but apparently that’s not all lenders
consider.
“All lenders must adhere to the human
poverty index (HPI) to ensure that people
can still have an acceptable standard of
living after their repayment commitments
have been taken into consideration,” he says.
“If couples keep their borrowings
separate this will enable a borrower to
divide their HPI amount so instead of being
an application with two adults and two
children ($2530 HPI per month) the
application can be single with one child
($1608 HPI per month) which in some
customer cases can be two extra investment
properties.”
But he adds this isn’t the case with all
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Together in love,
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divided in property
Wayne and Maree reveal why they’re determined to keep their property portfolios separate.

lenders because it’s a very individual
situation. “Lenders do vary a little but it
comes down to who you’re joining forces
with.”
He explains that if two people get
together in a relationship and one has assets
and a good credit history while the other
has maxed out credit cards, a car loan, a
child and a low income “then that would
suck the life out of an application in its own
right”.
Investing in separate portfolios often only
works when a couple comes together minus
the financial baggage from a previous
relationship but instead some investment
properties, he adds.
However Margaret Lomas of Destiny
Financial Solutions believes that it often
impedes on progress. “Investing together
can mean that one partner could have
equity at a time when the other one doesn’t,
which would strengthen their portfolio
together. It limits the investment power if
investing apart,” she says.
“We see a fair amount of cases where one
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name is on the assets or loans, often for the
tax breaks,” she says.
Thomas agrees. “Some couples actually
invest separately (in the eyes of the tax
department) to gain a strategic tax
advantage with their portfolios.”
Lomas explains that this scenario tends
to occur so it looks like the couple is
building separate portfolios but the reality
is they’re not.
“It makes sense that the highly negatively
geared investment properties should be in
the name of the partner with the highest
income and that the cash flow positive
properties would be in the name of the
partner with the lower income,” notes
Thomas.
“This is the case with one of my clients
who has the beachfront property in one
partner’s name for gearing purposes and
the cash flow positive duplex in the other
partner’s name to capitalise on the different
tax rates.”
But apart from this reason Lomas doesn’t
believe there are many advantages to

building a portfolio on your own in a
relationship, “unless a couple is unsure
about staying together or not married yet”.
Thomas points out that from a lender’s
perspective it’s a lot less complicated to
assess just one applicant’s assets, liabilities,
income and expenses as opposed to
assessing that of two individuals.
The variables and propensity for arrears
can actually decrease if that individual has
a good track record, he notes.
“In some cases where the file must be
referred to a credit assessor the assessors
have been known to approve loans based
on the track record and statement of
position of a sole individual and their
relationship with the lender.”
BEFORE YOU INVEST SEPARATELY
Prior to signing the ‘pre-nup’ (or not),
digging in the heels and financially forging
ahead separately, Thomas believes couples
should weigh up the following to first
determine if it’s a sound strategy:
Existing facilities – If you already have
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joint facilities, investing on your own won’t
prove to be that fruitful.
Taxation – Will investing as individuals give
you a better tax position in the short,
medium and long-term?
Capacity – Do you have the ability to meet
large levels of borrowing on your own?
Character – Do you have a good track
record and relationships with your current
lenders?
Once the couple has considered the
above, McMahon Clarke Legal partner
Sean McMahon says a ‘pre-nup’ should be
the next consideration.
He notes that if two individuals in a
relationship (either married or de facto)
want to keep their assets separate and are
concerned about asset protection from each
other, then the best protection is a binding
financial agreement (BFA), commonly
known as a ‘pre-nuptial agreement’.
There are strict requirements that need
to be followed for a BFA to be binding,
including that both parties need independent legal advice, says McMahon. “The
BFA can deal with specific assets (eg.
property assets) only, if that’s what the
parties want.
“As to why they would want to keep
things separate; that’s really a personal
matter I guess,” says McMahon.
If the couple is undertaking this process
to try to keep their assets separate in case
the relationship breaks down, adds
McMahon, then the fact that they’re held
in separate names isn’t enough to protect
them; they need a BFA to do that.
“That’s not to say a family court wouldn’t
take into account the fact both parties kept
property assets separate but I wouldn’t
suggest anyone rely on that fact alone,” he
says.
“There are a whole range of factors a
family court can and will take into account
in making orders regarding a division of
assets such as the duration of the
relationship, what each party brought to
the marriage, whether there are children,
whether one party has given up a career to
care for children etc.”
MAKING IT WORK
Avoiding the temptation to merge property
portfolios can be difficult for some couples
as the years pass and they find their shared
lifestyle crosses over, notes Thomas.
While the competitive adrenalin may
motivate some couples and keep the spark
alive for other couples, for some it can be
the trigger for jealousy, resentment and
eventually separation.
If the couple wants to be competitive then
they need to ask what they’re even doing

❚ CASE STUDY

Friendly rivalry
Seven years ago Wayne Gaynes, 38, and Maree Burns, 39, met on a blind date
set up by their mutual mortgage broker. At the time both were purchasing a
property; Wayne was purchasing his fourth investment property (he now owns
10 with a total portfolio value of $3.5 million) while Maree was purchasing her
first (she now owns six with a total portfolio value of $1.5 million).
Their first date was at a motorbike show (motorbikes is another hobby they
both share). One and a half years later they moved in together.
Today, seven years on, they’re engaged to be married. He’s working as a
marine engineer and she’s a hospitality industry placement officer. Here they
explain why they’re so determined to keep their property portfolios separate.
HE SAYS…
I was living in a rental property when we first met and still do – it’s part of my
strategy so I can use all of my money on tax-deductible investment properties.
We now live in Epping (Sydney north), renting a two-bedroom apartment close
to Maree’s work for $380 per week.
Most of my properties (with a total value of $3.5 million) are in regional
Queensland (Mount Isa, Gladstone, Gympie, Dalby, Toowoomba and
Mooloolaba). I also have one property in Mandurah, Western Australia. I’ve
noticed steadier long-term growth in these areas compared to city areas.
I am aware of how difficult it is for couples whose finances are joined when
the relationship ends, so in the early stages of our relationship we decided it
would be best to maintain separate portfolios. This is something we have been
happy to leave the same throughout our relationship and it works well for us.
So if something should happen in the future and we decide to go our separate
ways we have our own portfolios to continue on with.
Loan serviceability is often easier this way. Investing separately means full
liability but unlike investing together, the entire rental income is acknowledged
rather than just halved.
Even though we have different investment strategies we have been able to
maintain almost neutrally geared portfolios between us.
We are competitive, but it’s friendly. This friendly competition motivates and
pushes both of us. If one buys one property the other has to buy one. We
actually work well as a team – if I find a good one but can’t afford it at the time
or it doesn’t suit my strategy I might encourage Maree to buy it.
We’re very different in the way we buy properties; another good reason to
invest separately. She’s more of a ‘see it and buy it’ investor, she works off her
gut feeling, while I’m the researcher; I’ll go into the finer details down to what
tenants prefer in that area.
I go for properties between $300,000 and $400,000 and Maree will target
lower-end properties around $250,000. But we both buy in country areas.
If we do ever buy something together, it will be a development where we can
get in and out quickly. We don’t believe in joining forces permanently because
once we do we’re trapped in that mode. So instead we maintain our vigilance,
do the figures and keep working hard at it.
SHE SAYS…
We were both very guarded when we first met. We never really discussed
joining our portfolios.
We both have different strategies to buying – he buys higher-end family
homes, whereas I tend to buy units or small houses at the lower-end of the
scale (Mackay, Blackwater, Toowoomba and Cairns in Queensland and Whyalla
in South Australia). I buy mostly by gut feeling from reading something or
hearing something, while Wayne will research the property a lot more (Maree’s
fastest acquisition was in Cairns when she inspected a unit 20 minutes before
leaving for the airport – the contract was ready for signing before she even
touched down back in Sydney). He earns 50 per cent more salary than I do so
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I’m a little more limited in what I can afford to buy. But we both buy regional
properties.
Now we’re complementing each other in what we buy. Generally we won’t
buy properties in the same place – if one is buying in one place the other won’t
buy there. I guess in a way it’s to spread the risk – if something goes wrong
with one property it won’t affect the portfolios too much.
It’s not really hard to remain separate. There’s only been one property that
we looked at, considered buying together, but instead said to each other: ‘if you
don’t buy it, I will’.
We do help each other out. If Wayne is away at sea I’ll keep an eye on a
location he’s interested in and do inspections and report back what I find.
If we have children and I’m not earning an income that’s when we will look at
joint venture developments. It’s something we’ve already talked about. If we do
a development it means my input will be my labour and my time in project
managing while Wayne will input the finance. In the meantime Wayne’s goal is
another 10 properties in the next five years while mine is one per year.
We like having control over our own portfolios – we can’t blame anyone else
if something goes wrong. We also know that if we join forces our borrowing
capacity will be affected. Not that we are wishing for anything bad to happen,
but we are realistic about life and hope that, should something happen in our
relationship, we will be able to separate and move on without the bitterness
that can be caused by splitting up joint porfolios.
We do sometimes wonder that if banks looked at us together if we may be
able to borrow more money, but this is how we prefer to do it.
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in that relationship in the first place, points
out Wakelin.
She adds that ultimately it should be
about ‘what’s good for you is good for me’
and not about ‘my gains are better than
yours’.
Thomas adds that in most cases where
couples keep separate portfolios they live
together in a rental property to keep the
line drawn on asset contribution.
If a couple wants to commit to investing
in separate names they must keep all
purchases separate for all future loan
applications and not be swayed by
compassion for the other or caught in the
emotion of seeing a bargain property and
joining forces to nab it, says Thomas.
He reasons that if a joint purchase is
made, the entire debt of that joint purchase
property will be a liability against their
individual names for all future loan
applications undertaken by each individual,
yet only half the rent will be recognised
as income. “This can have a devastating
impact on their ability to secure future
borrowings.” api
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